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A number of product-weighting schemes for lead codes are derived by means 
of continued fraction expansions. Lead codes occur in connection with the linear 
Ising model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a sequence of length 2n + 1 with elements in (0, I,..., n>, 
beginning and ending with 0, and such that adjacent elements differ by exactly 
one. Such a sequence is called a lead code for a two-candidate ballot ending 
in a tie after 2n votes. The enumeration of such sequences occurs, for example, 
in connection with the linear Ising model where the sequences are each 
weighted by the product of their elements. Such a weighting scheme is an 
example of product weighting and, of course, the initial and terminal zeroes 
are excluded from the product. Recently Rosen [4] has shown that the sum 
of the weights of sequences of this type is a tangent number. 
In this paper we consider the enumeration of such sequences under a 
general weighting scheme, and we show that the generating function for 
the general problem may be developed as a continued fraction. Rosen’s 
result is obtained as a special case, and a method is given for obtaining 
analogous results. The main theorem is given in Section 3, while Section 4 
contains a numerical example which illustrates the problem and the results. 
Clearly, it is sufficient to consider sequences of length 2n - 1, with elements 
in (1, 2 ,..., n}. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Let 9:;’ be the set of sequences over { 1,2,..., n}, beginning with i and ending 
with a j, such that adjacent elements differ by exactly one. The type, T(U), 
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of a sequence D is i = (il, is ,..., i,,) where ii is the number of occurrences 
of the element j in u; xi denotes 
x?x: . . . x:, where x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,), 
is a set of indeterminates; [x’] f(x) denotes the coefficient of xi in 
the formal power series f(x). The enumeration problem defined in Section 1 
is equivalent to determining Wizn-l) (x), where We’ is the sum of the 
weights of sequences of length p in 9g’ when the element i is given weight xi , 
for i = I, 2 ,..., n. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The following theorem gives the generating function under the general 
weighting scheme as a continued fraction, and conversely gives a combi- 
natorial interpretation of continued fractions of this type. 
THEOREM 1. Let (0, 1, fi ,f3 ,...) and (I, 1, g, , g, ,...) be sequences 
generated by u,,,+~ = u, - x~x,x,+~u,,+~ . Then 
(i) W?‘(x) = [x”] xx1 $ ; 
(ii) w?‘(x) E [x”] ( where p < 2n - 1. 
(using the continued fraction notation). 
Proof. (i) Let ACn) be the adjacency matrix for the graph on the vertex 
set (ur , a2 ,..., u,> such that vi and vj are adjacent iff 1 i - j 1 = 1. Let 
X, = x diag(x,, x2 ,..., x,), Z, be the IZ x it identity matrix, and let [A],, 
and cofii(d) denote the (i,j)-element and its cofactor, respectively, in the 
matrix A. Since the elements of 9;;’ are in [I: l] correspondence with paths 
in the graph with origin and terminus at vr then 
c XT(U) = [(In - X,A’“‘)-1 X,],, . Cd;;’ 
But cof,,(Z, - X,ACan,) = 0 if n = 0 and 1 if n = 1, and satisfies the above 
recurrence equation for 24, , so fn = cof,,(Z, - X,ACT1)). Similarly g, = 
det(Z, - X,Jcn)) and (i) follows immediately. 
(ii) Let u’~ = (x1x2 ... x,F)-l u, . Then u’, satisfies u’,+r = 
x-lx-l ' 
m+1um - u’,,-~ so, from Perron [3, p. 161 
fi,l h _ X1(-~2% ... XiY xi+1 xi+l L--_ if i>,l. 
gi+l gi gi iTi+1 
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But gi is a polynomial in x with a nonzero constant term so 
Now 
txP] L = [x”] fm 
gi gal 
if p<2i-1. 
from Perron [3, p. 41 and the theorem follows. 1 
Remark 1. The number of sequences of type i in 92’ is accordingly 
[xi] 
I 
-I-. L I _ . . . . 
x;l - ,Yz' _ x-l 
3 1 
Put x = 1 in Theorem l(ii). 1 
Remark 2. fn and g, in their determinant form are called continuants 
(Perron [3, p. 121 and Muir [2, p. 5161). a 
The following lemma reduces continued fractions to the form of the one 
which appears in Theorem 1. The lemma will be used to derive particular 
weighting schemes. 
LEMMA 1. Let ai, bi , and 01~ be nonzero for i = 1,2 ,..., and let 
a ,, = 01~~ = 1. Then 
I I 1 a0 
1 
-~-~- . . . =- _ _ - . . . 
x; “21 x;l b, - “d - 2 ’ 
where 
5-l 
x2f = b&l fl oIzi+l 
j 
and 
i=o %i 
x,~+~ = b$, n -5~. 
i-0 %-1 
Proof See Chrystal [l; Vol 11; Chap. XXXIV; Sect. IO]. 1 
4. PARTICULAR WEIGHTING SCHEMES 
A number of results for product weighted lead codes are now immediate. 
The following corollary is well known. 
COROLLARY 1. The number of sequences of length 2p - 1 in 9fi’ is the 
Catalan number (I/P)(~::~) ifp < n. 
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Proof. From Theorem I(ii) the number of such sequences is 
Wz’-l(l, l,..., 1) = [x~P-~] T, where T = x g ’ 1-1-li*--- 
X 
=I-- 
The result follows from the Lagrange theorem for implicit functions. 1 
COROLLARY 2. If the element i is given weight (2i - I)-‘, i = 1,2,..., n 
in a product weighting scheme then the sum of weights of sequences in 9g’ 
of length 2p - 1 is T,,-,/(2p - l)!, forp < n, where Tj is a tangent number. 
Proof. From Theorem I(ii), the number of such sequences is 
@P-l) 1 1 A 
?a 
( 
,3’5’.” 
1 
= Ix 2D-11 I+ _ g _ $f _ . ..I = [9P-11 tan x, 
from Perron [3, p. 3531, and the result follows. 1 
The following corollary is obtained by using the continued fraction repre- 
sentation of specific functions. 
COROLLARY 3. If(i) 1 has weight 1, 
(ii) 2i has weight (1/(4i - l))(2”,‘)2(i2/42’-2), i > 0, 
(iii) 2i + 1 has weight (1/4i + I)(“‘;‘)-” 42i-1, i > 0, 
in a product weighting scheme then the sum of the weights of sequences in 
Bin’ is 1/(2p - 1) zfp < n. 
Proof As a formal power series 
1+x x ;1og- 1’2x2 22x2 32x2 1-x =T-3--------“” from Perron [3, p. 3511 
Thus the result follows by putting c~l~ = 1, oli = i2 for i > 1 and 
bi = (2i - I)-’ in Lemma 1. The details are omitted since they are straight- 
forward. m 
Other results may be obtained in the same fashion by using other continued 
fractions. For example, from Perron [3, p. 3481, 
1 kx 10 + k) x l(1 - k)x 
(l+x)k=i-~+ 1.2 + 2.3 
W’ + k> x 2(2 - k) 
+ 3.4 + 4.5 +“’ 
may be used in this way, and the case k = 4 leads to a product weighting 
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scheme in which the sum of the weights of sequences in BE’ is a Catalan 
number. The details are omitted since they are straightforward. The following 
example demonstrates these results. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the set Bit’ of sequences. From Theorem l(ii) we 
have 
+ 2x,3x,3x3 + xcx23x32 + xl4xy23. 
The types of the sequences of length 7 in 9*) are accordingly (2,2,2, 1), 
(3, 3, 1, 0), (2, 3,2,0), and (4, 3,0,0). The actual sequences, enumerated 
manually, are (1,2, 3,4, 3, 2, l), (1,2, 3,2, 1, 2, l), (1, 2, 1,2, 3,2, 1), 
(1, 2, 3,2, 3, 2, I), and (1,2, 1,2, 1,2, 1). From Corollary 1, the number of 
such sequences is a(z) = 5. With product weighting scheme of Corollary 2 
we have, by direct computation, 
Wj’) = (32 . 52 . 7)-’ + 2(33 - 5)-l + (39 . 52)-l + (33)-l = +, T, 
where T., = 272 
is a tangent number. With the product weighting scheme of Corollary 3 
we have 
5. ROSEN'S RESULT 
We now consider a final weighting scheme. 
COROLLARY 4. If the element i is given weight i, i = 1, 2,..., n in a product 
weighting scheme then the sum of the weights of sequences in 9g’ of length 
2p - 1 is T.+., , for p < n, where Ti is a tangent number. 
Proof Let F(t), G(t), and U(t) be the exponential generating functions for 
{f; 1 i > 0}, { gi 1 i > 0}, and {ui j i > 0) generated by u,,,,~ = U, - 
x,xm+1x2um~1 , where x, = m for this product weghting scheme. Let 
F(“)(t) and G(“)(t) denote the truncations of F(t) and (G(t) after the terms of 
degree n in t. Then 
fm = lim lim Fc”)(t) _ 1 l.m F(t) 
gm n+m t-cc @n’(t) f-m G(t). 
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Thus, from Theorem I, we have WAzp-l) = 
p < n. Now U(t) satisfies the differential equation 
[x2”-‘] x &I (F(t)/G(t)) if 
(1 + XV) c?(t) - (1 - 2t9) U(t) = -Ug + a1 
whence 
(1 + X2t2) U(t) exp{ --s-l tan-l xr} = (ul - 24J lot exp{ ----x-l tan-l 1-s) ds if 
u1 - IA,, # 0 and U(0) otherwise. But F(f) and G(t) satisfy the same differential 
equation as U(t). Moreover, for F(t) we have fi -fO # 0 while for G(t) 
we have g, - g,, = 0, and G(0) = 1. Thus 
lim F(f) - m 
t-m G(t) i exp{-x-l tan-l xt] dt o 
Let tan xz = xl, so 
$2~~1) = 
cc 
n 
[x21'-1 e-* sec2 xz dz = [x2”-‘] 
I 
e-z tan xz dz 
0 
and the result follows immediately. 1 
Remark 4. Rosen’s result [4] is obtained with p = n. 1 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the set 59::) given in Example 1. With the product 
weighting scheme of Corollary 4, then 
wq(7) = 12 . 22 . 32 . 4 + 2~13 . 23 . 3) + 12 . 23 . 32 + l4 . 23 = T, 
where T, = 272 
is a tangent number. The sequences of length 5 in S@’ are (1, 2, 1, 2, I) 
and (1,2, 3,2, 1) so, with the same product weighting scheme, then 
wq(5) = 13. 22 + 12 .22 .3 = T5 where T5 = 16 is a tangent number. 1 
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